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Gelatin Prints  

Making the gelatin printing plate  

Any container may be used as a mold for your gelatin plate.  If you 

make your gelatin plate in a shallow tray, you will be able to use the 

plate without removing it from the tray.  If you choose a deeper 

container, you will need create a plate that is 1” thick so it can be 

removed from the container before printing.  

You will use 2 packets of gelatin for each cup of water. To make the 

gelatin plate, dissolve the gelatin in 1/2 the total amount of water at 

room temperature, mixing thoroughly to break up any lumps. Heat the 

remaining 1/2 of your water to just below a boil and add to the 

dissolved gelatin mixture.  Pour into your container and use a paper 

towel to remove any bubbles that surface.  Let the plate set overnight.  

If you made your plate in a shallow tray, you are ready to print!  To 

remove your gelatin plate from a deeper container, let the gelatin warm 

to room temperature (about 20 minutes.)  Run a knife around the edges 

to loosen gelatin from the dish. .  Before inverting, you can dip the dish 

in warm water briefly to help loosen the gelatin.  (You can also use a 

blow dryer to release the gelatin from the inverted position, if needed.)  

Invert the gelatin onto a flat tray or plate larger than the gelatin form.   

Printing on a gelatin plate - There are so many options!    

• You can print on either fabric or paper using acrylic paints.  

• You can paint directly on the surface of the gelatin and then make a print of your painted design 

(monoprint).    

• Or you can use a paintbrush or a brayer to cover the surface of the plate with paint.  Then use any item 

(I like to use leaves and grasses) to place on the plate as a resist or mask.  When you take a print there 

will be negative space where this item (or items) blocked the paint.  Now, carefully lift the item(s) from 

the plate, and take another print.  With this 2nd print, you will get a plain background and a detailed print 

of the item (reverse of the previous print).  You may also be able to use the item to make a print after 

lifting it from the plate.  

• Or, after covering the surface with paint, you can use items to create a “texture” in the paint.  Lace, 

textured fabric, bubble wrap, combs, foam stamps, wood blocks…anything that can make a mark on a 

surface can be used on a gelatin plate.    

• The plate can also be carved like a conventional printing block.   

• Multiple prints can be made on the same page to increase depth and interest.  

The gelatin plate can be cleaned with a damp sponge or cloth.  
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Find books on textile crafts in the Arts and Crafts Neighborhood at call number 746. 

 


